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Instruction manual barbecue Xantos

Important:

- Only use the pressure regulator supplied with the appliance

- Only suitable for propane gas and outdoor use

- Always keep gas cylinders upright during usage and storage; this also applies to empty cylinders

- Some parts of the barbeque may become very hot

- Always close the cylinder valve of the gas cylinder after usage or in case of emergency situations

Installation/assembly:

- Open the lid at the top of the box and take out the 4 legs

- Install the legs and close the lid using both clasps

- To put the barbeque upright, lift the box by both handles on the sides. This requires 2 people

- Open the lid of the box once again and slide the box off the barbeque

- Attach the pressure regulator to the gas cylinder; there must be a rubber seal ring between the

cylinder and the regulator (note: left-handed thread)

Starting up the barbeque:

- Open the cylinder valve of the gas cylinder

- Push in the control knob in OFF position, keep it pushed in and turn to MAX, gas will start to flow

- Keep the knob pushed in; release after 15 seconds

- Size of the flame can be adjusted to your preference by turning the knob counter clockwise, 

towards MIN

Using the barbeque:

- The grills of this barbeque do not require greasing, the products will come off by itself; however, 

we do recommend greasing if you are preparing fish or other similar food products.

Switching off the barbecue:

- Turn the control knob to OFF

- Close the cylinder valve of the gas cylinder

Troubleshooting:

- If the burner accidentally breaks down; wait for 10 minutes before turning on the barbeque again

Maintenance/disassembly:

- This barbeque has a self-cleaning feature. To start this process, let the barbeque burn on maximum 

capacity for 10 minutes. This will burn away and evaporate any greases and residues. 

- Do not use any aggressive cleaning products. The barbeque can be cleaned with a damp cloth

once it has cooled down.

- Disassemble in reversed order: slide box over the barbeque, attach the lid, turn barbeque upside 

down, re-open the lid, remove the legs and store them in the box next to the barbeque, close the lid.

Technische gegevens CE 0063 - 08 064 757

artikel: Xantos

land: nl

belasting: (hi) 8,3 kW

category: I 3P

verbruik: 645 g/h

inrichting: G31 - 50 mbar

producent: Hendi, Steenoven 21, 3911 TX, Rhenen, NL


